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good design
is good business
Graphic design and branding solutions
from a team of creative designers that
deliver more leads, more clients and more
opportunities for you to do business.
Straight talking people with a no-nonsense
approach to business, helping you
understand the value that excellent creative
design can bring to your business.
We’re passionate about creative solutions
that get your business seen, heard and
remembered. We’re only happy with our
work when you see real results.

design pit ltd
6 the beech tree, elmhurst business park, park lane,
elmhurst, lichfield, staffordshire, ws13 8ex
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celebrating 5 years of creativity in 2017
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from humble
beginnings to
sixty months of
creativity...
Design Pit is five years old. It is frightening to think how far we have come as a
business in that time; nearly as scary as how fast that time has flown by. When I
set the business up in 2012, I had no real idea of where it would take me, but here
I am 60 months on, still thinking creatively, still designing, still eating. I’m now
married and we are awaiting the arrival of our first child in March 2017, but I’m still
wondering where this journey in business will take me next.

The story so far...
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esign Pit started life as a small limited company based out of
a spare bedroom at my parents’ house in Lichfield...
I’d just come back from travelling and, after taking a couple of freelance placements, then
a job in Leicester, I decided that the time was right to work for myself. I had a rough plan
in my head of what I wanted it to be like, so I spoke to an old rugby colleague who had an
accountancy practice and he got me set up as a director of my own limited company. The
first month in business was a frightening experience. I had next to no overheads, a phone
bill, a couple of credit cards and a car to run, and I was living with my parents rent free, so
what I needed to bring in to cover the bills was next to nothing – around £600 a month. In
my first month trading as Design Pit Ltd, I turned over £200 less than what I needed to bring
in to cover the bills! At this point, an old work colleague delivered, quite possibly, one of the
biggest and most important pep talks I have ever received. Rory McCaffrey told me to stop
moping about and do something about my sorry predicament. He gave me the details for a
business networking group that he had frequented before relocating to Bristol; it was called
BusinessAM.
My first experience of business networking was twice as frightening as my first month in
business. I arrived at the King Edward VI Leisure Centre in Lichfield at 7am on a Friday
morning, dressed in a suit and with some business cards in my pocket, completely unprepared
and not knowing what to expect. The meeting started well, but it quickly dawned on me that I
was required to speak in front of all these experienced, professional business people. Not only
was I out of my comfort zone, I was fast realising that I was out of my depth as well. Somehow,
I fumbled my way through a 60-second presentation that felt like a lifetime of torture and
extreme pain! And, after this, a very kind man in the room that day took pity on me and asked
if we could have a one-to-one. This concept of a one-to-one was completely new to me.
John Stylianou sat down with me a few days later and gave me another pep talk! He told me
that confidence is something that grows with practise and, with a few pointers from him, I’d be
on my way to developing a new-found confidence in myself and in my fledgling business. John
gave me some sound and incredibly useful advice that day; he didn’t charge me for his time,
but that chat has stayed with me ever since. His input helped convince me that I could do this
and I needed to persevere to succeed. I’m very grateful to Rory and John for their advice, and
the arse-kicking that I so sorely needed; without those conversations, who knows what would
have happened, but it would have been unlikely I’d have been writing this now.
At the end of my first year in business, I met the wonderful Sarah Sheldrick, who would later
(some say foolishly) agree to marry me. This was a golden time, my business was growing at
a steady pace, due to the local networking I was enjoying doing and Sarah and I were dating
– life was great. It was about to get better. Martin Ward, a very respected businessman and
owner of Four Oaks Financial Services, sat down with me and said that he’d nominated Design
Pit for a business award. I was thrilled that such an established and professional guy as Martin
thought so highly of me. The awards ceremony was on the 26th January 2013 and Design Pit
was in the category of “Best Start-Up Under 2 Years’ Old”… And we won!

Unbeknown to me until this point, getting to year three
should always be the first target as a new business. I’d been
happy just being able to eat some food and taking out just
enough cash to have some sort of social life! As Design Pit’s
reputation grew, I found myself being pulled into different
areas away from graphic design. I soon realised that I was
running a business and I needed to do as much work on the
business as I was doing in it. It was time to take one of the
biggest steps forward for any business: staff.
Until then, everything had been done by me and a couple of
sub-contracted freelancers, but I found that I needed some
assistance as I was spread too thin across the business.
Taking on my first member of staff was an experience that
will stay with me forever. It gave me so much experience
and opened my eyes to how people behave when things are
going well and when things aren’t going so well. Ultimately,
my first employee didn’t work out. A combination of my own
naivety, putting too much trust in someone too soon and also
being too generous with the package I offered put Design Pit
through some testing times. Parting company with a staff
member is a thoroughly horrible process; having to scale the
business back and take away somebody’s livelihood is an
experience that I hope I’ll never have to go through again.
Despite this period of doom and gloom, eventually things
began to get better. After I’d parted ways with employee
number one, I rolled my sleeves up and turned things around.
Refocused and reenergised after some dark days, Design Pit
began to tick over nicely once more. As the work came in and
went back out again, clients were happy, I was happy, more
work came in and I began to worry that a deadline was about
to be missed. It was time to look for a designer to employ.
But, after the last time, it was time to tread carefully; time to
find the right person to help me take the business forward. I
decided that, in order to do this, I needed to find a designer
that was better than me. I needed a right-hand man. The
Robin to my Batman! And one day, I found him… Or, rather,
he found me…
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Dan Hollyoake was an avid follower of Design Pit on
Facebook. Constantly liking or sharing posts from our
business page, and then one day he sent a message in…
Good morning Gareth,
I’m Dan Hollyoake, studying for my graphic design degree at the University of Derby as well as working.
A couple of students in my group and I are currently undertaking some professional research for our
studies as a team; we have been tasked to approach design professionals in the business, to visit them
and ask a few important questions, face to face, in regards to design and how it truly operates in the real world.
Therefore, may I ask for the opportunity to personally visit you in regards to this, please? We are free on
Monday 23rd Feb, if that helps at all? The visit can be as brief as you like, as we don’t wish to disrupt your
workflow. I am from the Tamworth area and the rest of the group are from Derby.
Thank you for your time, Dan

See feature on page 12

Soon after this meeting, I took a punt on a hunch that I
had from my first meeting with Dan and offered him a
part-time job to run alongside his studies, and at the end
of his degree we’d make his role full time. Since then, he
has been in the studio at Design Pit churning out design
work at a vast rate of knots and it has been one of the
best business decisions I’ve made. Apart from his prolific
work, Dan is a thoroughly nice guy and a pleasure to
work alongside. His passion for design reflects my own
passion to build a business that thrives on creativity and
design excellence. Dan has been with me for just over 18
months now and I look forward to the future with him
at the forefront of our creative studio. With Dan well
and truly settled in the business now, we have moved
to a new, larger office on the outskirts of Lichfield, in
leafy Elmhurst. Not long after this move, both Dan and
I became swamped with work, and in need of an extra
pair of hands. We sat down one morning to run through
a production meeting and felt thoroughly dejected after
we realised that we simply had too much to do. We’d
become a victim of our own success, as our reputation
had built to the point where lots of people wanted to
work with us, but we only had so much time to fit it all in.

Enter Mary Hemingway. Just at the tipping point
between blind panic and utter despair with our workload,
Mary sent an email to us on the off-chance that there
might be a job opportunity coming up. After an informal
interview, both Dan and I agreed that we had found a
designer who set the bar very high and could well be our
new team member. We saw a couple of other candidates
who we had on file and, after consideration, we offered
Mary a job. She started with us a month or
so later and the “dream team” was now complete! We
have a great blend and balance of skill sets, each of us
excels in a particular area of design, and, between the
three of us, we deliver the full package in terms of creative
graphic design.
That brings us to the present day. This brief potted history
of Design Pit has seen the company grow from very much
a hand-to-mouth business when I first started it up to a
flourishing company with a dedicated team of creatives,
operating from a plush studio office in the countryside
around Lichfield. At this five year milestone, I’d like to
thank all of the people who have helped us on this
journey: clients, networking colleagues, suppliers, friends,
family and anyone who has followed the company’s
progress over the past half-decade.
Here’s to the next five years…
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hello
I’m the newest member of the Design Pit team…

Mary

Fast Facts
I didn’t start my career as a graphic designer, but
retrained six years ago and haven’t looked back
since. As a child, I always wanted to be an artist, but
ended up studying for a degree in textile design,
specialising in embroidery of all things! It wasn’t
what I really wanted to do, but I just sort of fell into it
without a clear plan.

Favourite food:
Chocolate and pizza – all the good stuff!!
Favourite colour:
Blue
Favourite social media network:
Instagram
I support:
World peace
Desert island essentials:
iPhone
Breaking Bad box set
Sketch book and pen

After graduating, I ended up working in retail as a sales
supervisor for a number of years, and then tried my hand
at various things, including being an art technician and a
textiles lecturer at South and City College in Birmingham.
I eventually realised that I really wanted to work as a graphic designer, as this would allow
me to be creative, but also to utilise a lot of the skills I have learned along the way.

Before starting work at Design Pit, I worked for four years at Burton and South Derbyshire
College as an in-house designer. I worked on a wide variety of projects, including marketing
campaigns aimed at student recruitment, branding projects for the college restaurant and
employment hub, and with external partners such as St George’s Park and Toyota.

Since starting my new role at Design Pit, I have worked on
a wide variety of projects for a range of clients in different
sectors including branding, illustration, web design and
print design. Highlights include working on a brochure
for an audio visual company (see project focus) and
illustration work for primary schools. I have also continued
to do work for the college through Design Pit and have just
completed their Full-Time Course Guide for 2017/18.

I am passionate about all things creative, not just graphic
design but anything from photography to contemporary
art. I believe this is essential for me to be a well-rounded
designer because it allows me to look at projects from a variety of different perspectives.
I really enjoy the research side of any project, and learning things as part of the creative
process is, for me, what makes being a graphic designer interesting.
My current passions are hand lettering, infographics and illustration, and I love
incorporating these skills into any project work. Creating things by hand means that a logo,
for example, can be created that is truly unique and personal to the project. Designers who I
particularly admire include Morag Myerscough, for her use of pattern, type and colour; Kate
Moross, for her, unique, hand-drawn type; and Johnathan Barnbrook for his design ethos.
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Kenecting Design with Recruitment

The more
we work with
Design Pit,
the better they
understand us...
Graphic design is something that every business
will need at some point in its existence. There will
come a time in the life of a business when design
is a vital cog in its marketing machine. Kenect
Recruitment has been Design Pit’s client for the
last two years and it was one of the first Design365
clients. Kenect work with Design Pit each month
on a range of design projects across the group of
companies that operate under the Kenect banner.
Jason Whittenham, Kenect Group Sales and Marketing
Director, explains “Design365 is a great product. It works
so well for us as a business as we can brief the designer,
and they book in and get started. We don’t need to wait
for quotes to come back that we need to approve before
the design work begins. The more we work with Design
Pit, the better they understand us, what we want and
what we like. Our brand is a key part of our business; we
developed it, and have spent time and effort developing
it. Design Pit really takes control of the identity, and
executes your materials with style and precision, and that
ensures your brand is recognisable and memorable.”
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One

Year
in at
Design Pit

I have been working at Design Pit for over a year now and I’ve developed as my role as a
graphic designer here. I am responsible for working on new and existing clients design
briefs. I research, sketch ideas, develop concepts, run ideas past clients, develop them
into digital proofs, finalise proofs, sign off final proofs and provide the final deliverables.
The outcomes of what we produce at Design Pit are very broad and varied; it could be
something as simple as a business card all the way up to complete branding solutions with
a multitude of marketing collateral (banners, websites, social media, brochures, leaflets,
letterheads, comp slips, mailers, folders, signs, posters, tablecloths, pens and more). My
strong points are photo-retouching and digital art, plus some animation experience, and I
have accumulated a lot of software knowledge over the years.
I have always had a passion for design. Since I was very young, I have always been fascinated
by signage, and I would often try to draw and replicate warning signs, mostly due to the
bright primary colours and bold shapes. I started to take my graphic design seriously in 2003.
I specialised in this field by taking a City & Guilds qualification in computer graphics. I soon got
a handle on industry software such as Corel Draw and Corel Paint, then moved onto Adobe
Photoshop, InDesign and Illustrator; I later progressed onto using Lightroom, After Effects, Encore,
Acrobat, Bridge and other minor software packages. From 2008 onwards, I took on some minor
freelance design work, mostly to gain experience in working with clients rather than for the money,
before being fortunate enough to land a job at Design Pit. This has enabled me to become who I
am today.
My current biggest design influence is Arron Draplin. Arron is based in the United
States and has been a designer for over 20 years; he currently runs his own design
company, DDC. His work is heavily influenced by no-nonsense design, which has strong
foundations in old logos, icons, packaging and signage, and works as well now as it did
back then (as evidenced in all his design solutions). Draplin often goes scavenging (also
known as junking), looking for examples of old designs, which he likes to collect. Above
all else, he is a strong believer in linking back to any heritage his client might have in
their industry when producing work for them.
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Fast Facts
Favourite food:

Cheese, chips, mayo and fish
Favourite colour:

Charcoal
Favourite social media network:

Facebook
I support:

Common sense
Desert Island Essentials:

1 – iPad
2 – Shelter
3 – Plenty of food and drink
I Live:

Tamworth

@design_pit
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Upcoming Events...
Visit Eventbrite and search for #5kfor5years
or scan the QR codes to book your tickets!

Quiz Night

5-a-Side Football

DARNFORD MOORS GOLF CLUB
Tuesday 4th April
7pm til 10:45pm
CHARITY
AUCTION
Teams of 6, £120 per team
Inc. Chilli, Rice or Wedges

ABBOTS BROMLEY SCHOOL
Saturday 20th May
9am til 6pm
Squads of 7, £140 per team
Inc. entertainment for spectators

Summer BBQ

£5k Gala Dinner

DESIGN PIT HQ
Saturday 12th August
12noon til 6pm
Free to come along
Tug of War (£50 per team of 5)

ASTON WOOD GOLF CLUB
Friday 22nd September
7pm til 11pm
£45 ticket / £400 table of 10
3 course dinner and live band
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CHARITY
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Prix Fixe Menu
Three courses for £14.95
or Two courses for £9.95
Available Monday to Friday 12pm to 6pm

Lichfield’s Local Steakhouse
The Corn Exchange, Conduit Street, Lichfield,
WS13 6JU T: 01543 417371 E: info@mckenziesrestaur ant.com
www.mckenziesrestaur ant.com
14
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colouring
in for a living...

My role at Design Pit is varied. I’m the creative director and owner of the business, so I
work on the business, I work in the business, and I’m also responsible for new business
sales, client liaison and account handling. When I think about it like that, maybe I need
to think about employing someone to help take some of that off my hands! The main
and most important part of my job is to oversee the studio output. I like to get eyes on
every first and second proof before it gets to a client. It’s my name over the door, so I
feel that all designs should have my seal of approval before they head out. I liaise with
clients and suppliers alike, and manage jobs as they come in, go through the studio
and out the other end.
I love my job; I’ve been in the industry since 2005, so I have plenty of experience in the fields of
design, branding and creativity. I like to piece together campaigns for clients that encompass
several media platforms – be that printed media or digital. Clients like working with me
because I’ll ask questions that they may not have been expecting and, therefore, they have
to think a little differently before chucking an answer back at me. If you think about your
marketing and communications from a slightly different angle to the norm, you’ll get a better
result from your communications – especially if you engage with a company like us. I try to
facilitate that change in approach in our clients. When they say “I want this…,” I’ll generally
ask them “Why?” and they’ll have to stop and think about it. Sometimes, after a discussion,
we’ll agree that, yes, they do want that, but they might not need it! Other times, we’ll start from
scratch and work out the best way forward. The reason we work like this is because we are the
professional designers and our clients are coming to us for a professional opinion, so, instead
of just giving them what they ask for, we show them what we believe will work better for them.

Fast Facts
I once applied for a job at
Vince Frost’s office in Sydney,
...but nobody replied.
I’ve always been influenced by a designer called Vince Frost. I love his work with big chunky
typography – usually on a black background and with massive white letters forming headlines.
A really nice style, very contemporary and slick. I once applied for a job at his office in Sydney
when I was travelling in Australia, but nobody replied. I really like old-fashioned typographic
logos that have a modern twist to them. Western-style typography or classic British-style
typography is cool, and can be made to look really slick with a clever twist; stuff like that gives
off a feeling of tradition and heritage. Another big one for me are beer labels. I like a pint now
and again, and I love finding little micro-breweries that have a cool prohibition style in their
branding; this is an area I’d love to do more work in.

Favourite food: seafood or Indian
Favourite colour: red
Favourite social media network: Instagram
I support: Leicester Tigers and Wales rugby teams
Desert island essentials:
1 – Rugby ball
2 – iPhone
3 – Unlimited supply of food and drink
I live: in Lichfield
Spouse/family: Sarah and a baby girl due in
March 2017. My dream is: to work less,
and spend more time with my family
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randing a business with a style and tone of voice that typifies the people
within it is no small task. Getting it right so the people at the top of the
company buy into it is one thing, but making the whole team buy into a
brand and embrace it wholeheartedly is another. A couple of years ago,
we set out on this task without even realising what we were getting into…
It all started with an idea for business cards. We design and print a lot of cards at Design Pit,
and we have great ideas for different types of business cards all the time. A lot of the time,
some of the most creative and clever ideas are rejected by our clients as too risqué or simply
way too bold. This can be one of the most frustrating and restrictive parts of our job as
designers, when you can clearly see that a concept or idea is just great, but a client puts the
brakes on for fear of being “too out there”. So, we decided to do something about it.
We ran a competition via our Facebook page (www.facebook.com/thedesignpit) for any
business owner within selected industries to win 100 business cards on us. All they needed
do was like, comment and share the video posts that we put up. One of the selected industry
sectors was insurance broker, and the broker that looks after our own policies at Design Pit,
Prizm Insurance Solutions just happened to like, comment and share the post. The caveat to
the competition was that the cards would be delivered but the recipient had no control over
what the design looked like; they had to put their faith in our creativity and they got what they
were given.
The end result of this exercise has been a prolonged period of time during which we have
supplied additional design work based on our business-card concept, which has begun to
form a complete rebrand for Prizm. Our “Insurance SuperHero” concept has been thoroughly
embraced by the whole team at Prizm, and demonstrates how important a brand is internally
as well as externally. A happy team is a productive team, and Prizm MD Peter Robinson went
onto explain that “The cards just changed the whole focus of the team. All of a sudden they were
believing in our culture even more; it seemed to bring out an extra level. We are not your typical stuffy,
suity brokerage. We are real people and we enjoy our work – we are a little bit crazy at times and have
fun while we work. Everyone here at Prizm believes this, but when the cards arrived they all bought in
straight away and wanted more!
“We’ve now got our own superhero alter egos and we are rolling out the concept of ‘Insurance
SuperHero’ into all areas of the business. Our marketing theme is now set to this and, as we move
through our journey from day to day and week to week, the superhero theme is being implemented
in more areas and different media. We love it, and it is all down to an idea that Design Pit put forward
as part of a promotion. After this experience and seeing how my team are motivated by our new
look and feel, I’d always put my faith in a professional design team to come up with the concepts for
branding. We are insurance brokers not designers; why should we tell them what we want? We’d
not expect them to tell us how to insure them – putting our faith in them has paid dividends, and our
brand is so strong and different compared to our competitors!”
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